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ERBA SEMPRE VERDE
Coloring solution for natural grass

¤Description
ERBA SEMPRE VERDE is a non-toxic water-soluble dye for coloring
natural lawns that died from drought or cold weather. It can be
used all year round.

¤Label elements
· Safety data sheet available on request.· Contains Mixture of: 5chloro-2-methyl-2H-isothiazol-3-one; 2-methyl-2H-isothiazol-3-one (3: 1).
May produce an allergic reaction.

¤Characteristics
Mixture ratio

single-component

¤Web link

Colour

green

Application temperature

+10°C ÷ +35°C

Be sure to have the latest version of this technical data sheet
downloadable also from the following link:

Application

spray

Coverage

20 m²/L (ready to use)

Thinning

1:10 with water

Drying time to touch

around 24h

Packaging

0,5 L

Storage stability

12 months (1)

Tool cleaning

water

1

in original sealed containers at temperatures between +10°C and +25°C
http://www.chimiver.com/tds/EN_ERBA_SEMPRE_VERDE.pdf

¤How to use
Cut your lawn at desired height and, when grass is dry, apply ERBA
SEMPRE VERDE.
Dilute 1:10 with water; reduce water dilution when a more intense
green color is required (preliminary test is suggested). In order to
reduce foam formation, we suggest to add water slowly.
Spray the product on the surface try to spreading and unforming
on the whole length of the grass. If more intense coloration is
needed, apply a second coat only once the ﬁrst one is dry.
Your lawn can be walked the day after (verify that the color on
grass is dry).
The color is lasting about 2-4 weeks. Rain is reducing life time.
ATTENTION: The product can stain indelibly any kind of surface.

¤Warnings
Keep away from children. Do not swallow. Do not inhale. Avoid
contact with eyes.

These information are given from the best of our knowledge and technical experience. They are of general character and not binding in any way our company. Every single case should
be put to a pratical test by the user who assumes the full responsability of the ﬁnal result of his work.
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